Haze pollution in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region has become increasingly more severe and persistent in recent years. To better understand the formation of severe haze and its relationship with anticyclonic anomalies over Northeast Asia (AANA), this research focused on severe haze over the BTH region occurring in December during 2014-2016 and examined the impacts of the AANA. The results indicated that local meteorological conditions were conductive to severe haze (such as weaker surface wind, stronger temperature inversion, lower boundary layer and higher relative humidity) and were all closely related to the AANA. During severe haze episodes, the AANA remained strong in the mid-upper troposphere, which caused anomalous southerly wind. From the horizontal direction, strong southeasterly wind promoted the accumulation of pollutants and moisture while generating temperature inversion layer. The AANA also induced anomalous ascending motion over the BTH region, which broke the local meridional circulation. This restricted clean air from sinking to the surface and directly led to severe haze. The downward transportation of westerly momentum was also restrained, resulting in weaker surface wind and shallower boundary layer. The indirect zonal circulation between the BTH region and western Pacific triggered by the AANA provided a stable source of moisture to the BTH region, which strengthened the development of severe haze by promoting the growth of fine particles and weakening turbulence. The advance and retreat of the AANA were corresponded with the emergence and dissipation of severe haze, illustrating that the AANA could be an effective forecast indicator for air quality.
Asia was mainly controlled by cyclonic anomalies (Figure 6b ), which strengthened the northerly wind near the surface ( Figure   3c ). Strong northerly wind brought about cold advection over the BTH region and restrained the transport of water vapor ( Figure 3d ). Higher wind speed and drier atmosphere were conducive to the dispersion of pollutants. The SPCC between the AANAIZ500 and surface wind speed (surface relative humidity) was -0.41 (0.65), exceeding the 99% confidence level (Table   3) . Thus, because of the special topography condition in the BTH region, the anomalous southeasterly wind caused by the 165 AANA facilitated the formation and aggregation of haze particles. The emergence of temperature inversion layer enhanced the atmospheric stability, leading to more persistent and serious haze events. Aside from horizontal dispersion, vertical dispersion also played a vital role in haze pollution (Zhao et al, 2013; Wu et al, 2017) . When severe haze occurred, the negative anomalies of vertical velocity (omega) were verified in Northeast Asia and coastal regions of eastern China, while positive anomalies were mainly located in Northwestern Pacific (Figure 6a ). Thus, the AANA at the mid-level stimulated the anomalous ascending 170 motion in the rear and descending motion in the front. The distribution of anomalies was opposite in non-haze events: cyclonic anomalies appeared with ascending motion in the front and descending motion in the rear (Figure 6b ). In particular, the SPCC between the AANAIω500 and the mean PM2.5 concentration in the BTH region was -0.60, exceeding the 99% confidence level (Table 2 ). This result demonstrated that the ascending motion at the back of the AANA had a significant effect on haze pollution in the BTH region. Our results appeared to have a conflict with the insufficient speculation by Yin and Wang (2017b) . The 175 following sections would explain how the associated vertical circulation affected severe haze in the BTH region.
The anomalous ascending motion generated by the AANA had a broad range in the troposphere (Figure 8 ). This vertical flow led to wind anomalies in the synoptic processes, which appeared as weak and narrow ascending motion in the lower troposphere ( Figure 9a) . Thus, the normal meridional circulation in the local area ( Figure S1 ) was broken. The descending motion from the upper level was restrained at 500-800 hPa. The confrontation between updraft and downdraft restricted the 180 transportation of dry and clean air from the upper atmosphere to the surface, which directly led to the formation of severe haze (Sun et al., 2017) . Actually, the strong warm advection mentioned above represented the decline in the dry air intrusion (Sun et al., 2017) , which could be verified in Figure 7 . Furthermore, the anomalous ascending motion in the middle-upper Table 3 . The SPCCs between AANAIZ500 (AANAIV850, AANAIω500) and regional meteorological indexes. " The white dots indicate that the ω500 anomalies exceeded the 95% confidence level. To make the horizontal velocity and the vertical velocity in the same order, the vertical velocity (omega) here is magnified 100 times. 
